Wake Forest All-Americans

Aubrey Bledsoe
NSCAA (2nd) .................. 2011

Kaley Fountain
Soccer Buzz (4th) ............... 2007
Soccer Buzz (3rd) ............... 2008
NSCAA (3rd) .................. 2009

Jill Hutchinson
Top Drawer Soccer (3rd) ....... 2009

Elizabeth Remy
Soccer Buzz (3rd) ............... 2006

Katie Stengel
NSCAA (2nd) .................. 2010
NSCAA (1st) .................. 2011
Soccer America (1st) ........... 2011
Hermann Tophy SF ............. 2010, 11
**FRESHMAN ALL-AMERICANS**

- **Joline Charlton**
  Soccer Buzz (2nd) ............... 1999
- **Kaley Fountain**
  Soccer Buzz (1st) ............... 2006
- **Kim Marshall**
  Soccer America...................... 2011
- **Rachel Nuzzolese**
  Top Drawer Soccer (2nd)........ 2010
- **Allie Sadow**
  Soccer Buzz (2nd) ............... 2006
- **Karli Schilling**
  Soccer Buzz......................... 1996
- **Katie Stengel**
  Soccer America...................... 2010
  Top Drawer Soccer National Freshman of the Year (2010)
- **Emily Taggart**
  Soccer Buzz (2nd) ............... 1998